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REMOTE MEASUREMENTS OF VARIABLE TOPOLOGY SYSTEM
VINCE, T[ibor] & MOLNAR, J[an]

Abstract: The article presents possibility of remote
measurement for education purposes. System developed for
remote measurements of electrical circuit via the Internet
allows assembling electrical circuits remotely. Students are
able to design electrical circuit using the circuit elements; they
can select elements from the defined set of electrical elements
and create connections between them. Then is the circuit
proposal assembled using real electrical elements. Students are
able to control source voltage levels and read the values on
measure devices. Present system state can be used for
education or also for commercial purpose of electrical circuit
measurements.
Key words: remote measurement, variable topology, electrical
circuit

operate the measuring instrumentation on their own. This also
makes the technicians shortage even more severe. (Arpaia &
Baccigalupi & Cennamo & Daponte, 2000).
Since the Internet is used broadly as a common way that
provides teaching and study material in electronic form, the
term e-Learning (previously used for defining the teaching
methodologies involving electronic aids) has been used as
synonym for distance learning via Internet. Internet enables to
distribute resources (hardware, software, data and knowledge)
worldwide, to reach students or workers in their homes
environment with a minimum cost for travelling. The first
attempts to utilize e-Learning to fit to clients were based on
online self-study system.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF VML
1. INTRODUCTION
Academic area is strongly influenced by progress in
innovation processes and specific research projects outcomes.
Regarding the electronic and electrical engineering, we have
been facing with problems such as teaching students with
reduced means, limited time and lack of teaching staff or in
very broad range. These problems we try to solve in an efficient
way. In particular, the main scope of our activity is oriented on
the teaching process in the field of electrical and electronic
measurements, on research projects that are carried out mainly
aiming to provide strong theoretical educational background
using hypertexts, practical exercises, examples of image and/or
signal processing, virtual instrumentation, and simulations. The
state-of-the-art critical points arise mainly in laboratory and
experimental lessons: however, there has been an increase in
number of students and therefore also in instrument costs and
their complexity, there has been a decrease in budget for
laboratory technicians and equipment. This trend has
emphasized the need for laboratories remotely accessible via
Internet. However, only a few of the current applications allow
a real instrument to be accessed by the user in order to
effectively perform a measurement.
In the concept we are introducing in the paper, a remote
student (Client) must have compatible software environment
that is run on the remote laboratory computer (Server). Thus a
specific product, a certain platform, and the related costs are
imposed to the student. Moreover, some Client-Server
applications currently used in remote teaching fields do not
allow a measurement application to be concurrently accessed
by more than one user. Teaching the measurement
methodology requires, more than other topics, a huge practical
experience in order to assure a good knowledge transfer from
teacher to the students. Students should achieve such level of
practical experience by working in recently up-to-date
conditions and instruments. Usually, as a matter of fact, the
more
sophisticated
and
expensive
measurement
instrumentation, the more difficult to keep the technical set up
up-to-date. Moreover, there is the necessity to repeat the same
experiment many times in order to make all students able to

Remote Measurements Laboratory (VML) as abbreviated in
Slovak language from Vzdialene meracie laboratorium is
special system developed by Department of Theoretical
Electrical Engineering and Electrical Measurement, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Informatics at Technical University
of Kosice, Slovakia. The entire VML system consists of 3 main
parts: client, server and devices table. Architecture of VML is
described on following Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. VML architecture
Devices table consists of electrical components, e.g.
resistor, coil, condenser, measurement devices, e.g. voltmeter,
ammeter and wattmeter and power supply. All components and
devices are connected to specially developed device controlled
by the server. Client can connect to the server using client
program from anywhere on the world with access point to the
Internet. Client creates electric circuit virtually. Then the client
sends the circuit scheme to the server. Server sets the devices
table according to the circuit scheme via LPT and real electric
circuit is created. All measured data from measuring devices
are collected on server via USB and sent to the client. User is
also able to set voltage value on manageable power supplies.
(Kovac & Vince & Molnar, 2010)
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3. DESCRIPTION OF VML FUNCTION

4. CONCLUSION

At the beginning when client starts to work in VLM, he/she
connects to the server and asks server for available devices.
Server sends a set of devices connected to devices table to the
client. A database of server may contain a number of devices
possibly connected to the devices table. However, not all the
available devices are connected once at the time. Server and
parts of devices table are shown on Fig 2.

Increasing number of students and instrument costs and
decreasing budget for laboratory technicians and equipment
result in higher demands on time, costs and lack of technical
staff. One of the ways to solve these problems is successfully
developed system at our department that allows assembling
electric schemes and perform basic measurements remotely.
The system based on client/server architecture enables students
to create electric scheme from available electric components,
connects it to the server, assemble the scheme and perform
basic measurements. During the measurement, the user can
control the manageable power supply. The biggest advantage is
that every student can design own electrical circuit and test the
circuit not only in computer simulation. Students may use VML
from their home or from any other location with Internet
access. There can be also very precise top level measurement
set up among the measuring components. Nowadays, there are
already some similar measuring remote systems developed.
Most of them are capable to measure only static scheme or
switch between defined electric schemes. However, VML
enables build up schemes dynamically not only those defined
before already worldwide. The VML technology is patentpending from 2009. The next step is to extend the technology
with implementing the analogue measurement devices or realtime measuring devices e.g. oscilloscope.

Fig. 2. VML server and devices table
After client receives set of devices, he/she can start to
create electric circuit scheme. User is able to use only devices
from available set of devices to create the circuit scheme and
assemble it using the devices and connecting elements. Client
part is shown in Fig. 3.
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